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Abstract—In this paper, a software architecture is proposed to
implement transport of products being made along production
units. In the classical approach, production lines are used where
products all follow a similar linear path during production. New
production methods require a more agile and flexible path to
meet the requirements of different paths to be followed during
production to enable the productions of products with different
user requirements, as well as a more fault tolerant production
system. Starting with results from simulation, the requirements
of the software architecture are established. The architecture
proposed is inspired by the architecture used in software defined
networks, that play a mayor role in complex computer networks.

Keywords–Agent technology; Agile manufacturing; Production
software architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Today, information technology plays a major role in manu-
facturing as well as in other aspects of our modern society. In
manufacturing, the trend is towards low-cost agile manufactur-
ing of small batch sizes or even one product according to end-
user requirements. When looking at the industrial revolutions,
the first revolution was the use of steam power to facilitate pro-
duction. The second revolution was the introduction of produc-
tion lines based on the use of electrical energy. This resulted in
economic and feasible mass production. Computer technology
resulted in the third revolution, where many production tasks
were automated by the use of Programmable Logic Controllers
(PLCs), Distributed Control Systems (DCS) and robots. The
latest revolution is the integration of information technology
in the production process as a whole. This has been described
by the term industry 4.0 [1] or cyber physical systems [2].

One of the ideas behind the concept is production on
demand according to end-user requirements. To accomplish
this, new production paradigms should be developed. One of
the requirements of these new paradigms is the search for
alternatives for the so-called production lines, where mass-
production is realised by a linear sequence of production units
or cells. Every unit offers a single production step in the
sequence of steps needed to realise the final product.

In our research group, a set of cheap reconfigurable pro-
duction machines called equiplets has been proposed as the
production platforms that should be combined with a flexible
transport system between these equiplets. This resulted in the
concepts of a grid of these equiplets that should be capable
to produce a variety of different products in parallel [3].
The concept fits in the concepts of Industry 4.0 or cyber
physical systems. This paper will focus on the architecture to
be used to implement a flexible transport of products during
production. Though based on our concept of grid production

using equiplets, this model can also be used in situations where
a flexible transport between production units or cells is needed.
The concept of grid production presented here, does not focus
on a specific industry, but should be considered as a generic
production concept.

The rest of this paper is organised as follows. Section II is
dedicated to related work. Section III discusses the production
model in more detail. In Section IV, the simulation model and
implementation is presented, followed by Section V showing
some results of the simulation. Section VI discusses the
architecture that can be used to implement the real transport
system and a conclusion will end the paper.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, an overview will be given on agent-
based manufacturing. Especially the planning part will be
given attention. Important work in the field of agent-based
manufacturing has already been done. Paolucci and Sacile [12]
give an extensive overview of what has been done. Their work
focuses on simulation as well as production scheduling and
control [13]. The main purpose to use agents in [12] is agile
production and making complex production tasks possible by
using a multiagent system. Agents are also proposed to deliver
a flexible and scalable alternative for manufacturing execution
systems (MES) [14] for small production companies. The roles
of the agents in this overview are quite diverse. In simulations
agents play the role of active entities in the production. In
production scheduling and control agents support or replace
human operators. Agent technology is used in parts or sub-
systems of the manufacturing process. The planning is mostly
based on the type of planning that is used in MES. This type
of planning is normally based on batch production. We based
the manufacturing process as a whole on agent technology. In
our case, a co-design of hardware and software was the basis.
The planning will be done on a single product basis and not
on batch production.

Bussmann and Jennings [15][16] used an approach that
compares in some aspects to our approach. The system they
describe introduced three types of agents, a workpiece agent,
a machine agent and a switch agent. Some characteristics of
their solution are:

• The production system is a production line that is
built for a certain product. This design is based
on redundant production machinery and focuses on
production availability and a minimum of downtime
in the production process. Our system is a grid and is
capable to produce many different products in parallel;

• The roles of the agents in this approach are different
from our approach. The workpiece agent sends an
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invitation to bid for its current task to all machine
agents. The machine agents issue bids to the work-
piece agent. The workpiece agent chooses the best bid
or tries again. This is what is known as the contract
net protocol. In our system the negotiating is between
the product agents, thus not disrupting the machine
agents;

• They use a special infrastructure for the logistic sub-
system, controlled by so-called switch agents. Even
though the practical implementation is akin to their
solution, in our solution the service offered by the
logistic subsystems can be considered as production
steps offered by an equiplet and should be based on a
more flexible transport mechanism.

So, there are important differences between the approach
of Bussmann and our approach. The solution presented by
Bussmann and Jennings has the characteristics of a production
pipeline and is very useful as such, however it is not meant to
be an agile multi-parallel production system as presented here.
Their system uses redundancy to overcome the problem that
arises in pipeline-based production when one of the production
systems fails or becomes unavailable. The planning is based
on batch processing.

Other authors focus on using agent technology as a solution
to a specific problem in a production environment. In [17], a
multi-agent monitoring is presented. This work focusses on
monitoring a manufacturing plant. The approach we use mon-
itors the production of every single product. The work of Xiang
and Lee [18] presents a scheduling multiagent-based solution
using swarm intelligence. This work uses negotiating between
job-agents and machine-agents for equal distribution of tasks
among machines. The implementation and a simulation of the
performance is discussed. We did not focus on a specific part
of the production but we developed a complete production
paradigm based on agent technology in combination with a
production grid. This model is based on two types of agents
and focuses on agile multiparallel production. The role of
the product agent is much more important than in the other
agent-based solutions discussed here. In our model, the product
agent can also play an important role in the life-cycle of the
product [19]. The design and implementation of the production
platforms and the idea to build a production grid can be found
in Puik [20].

III. PRODUCTION MODEL

Industry 4.0 is also characterised as a cyber physical
system. In this section, these two parts will be explained
starting with the physical aspect.

A. Physical aspect
As stated in the introduction, the actual production is

done by so-called equiplets. An equiplet is a reconfigurable
production machine [4]. Every equiplet is capable to perform
one or more production steps. A definition of a production
step is: A production step is an action or group of coordinated
or coherent actions on a product, to bring the product a step
further to its final realisation. The states of the product before
and after the step are stable, meaning that the time it takes to
start the next step can be short or long for the production as
a process (not for the production time) and that the product
thus can be transported or temporarily stored between two

steps. A sequence of production steps should be performed to
create a product. To accomplish this, a set of equiplets should
be used in a certain order. This is done by moving platforms
that can transport components, as well as the product itself
from equiplet to equiplet. In Figure 1, this setup is shown.
The arrows show a global path a product has to follow [5].
The equiplets are placed in a grid. The transport platform is
first loaded with components needed for the production and
will enter the grid where the components are handled by the
equiplets to create a product (or product part or a product
that is used as a component for the final product, a so-called
half product). When this is done, the product will be finished
or in case of product parts or half products, the grid can
be re-entered to handle different product parts to make the
final product. Different products need specific production steps

Part-supply Line

Manufacturing Grid

Half-product Supply Line

Finished
product

Figure 1. Grid production setup

in their own perhaps different order. The transport between
the equiplets for a certain product will look like the path
depicted by arrows in Figure 2. This particular path is actually
a production line for that specific product mapped on the grid.
The strength and versatility of the system is that every product
can have its own path in the grid, resulting in a unique tailor
made product. Complex products consisting of a set of half
products can be built using the same principle. In that case,
multiple paths should be followed to create the half products
and the grid should be re-entered.

Manufacturing Grid

In
Out

Figure 2. Path for a certain product

B. Cyber aspect
The software entities that control the production are soft-

ware agents [6]. An equiplet is represented by an equiplet agent
and every product to be made is represented by its own product
agent. The robot platforms or moving production platforms
are part of the transport infrastructure. The architecture of this
infrastructure is discussed in Section VI.

As a start to create a product, a product agent is generated.
This agent knows what production steps should be taken and
the components to be used. The product agents allocates a
transport system and collects the components. Next, it will
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pass along the equiplets required to perform the production
steps. The product agent can discover the equiplets needed
by looking at a blackboard system where the equiplets have
published the production steps they are cappable to perform.
Before an equiplet is chosen, the product agent will first
investigate if the equiplet is really capable to perform the
specific production step needed, given the parameters involved.
To do so the equiplet will run a precise simulation of the step
with the parameters given to discover the possibility and the
time needed to bring the production step to an end. It will
then inform the product agent about success or failure. When
the actual real production step is performed, the product agent
will also be informed about success or failure, but also the
production parameters that had been used. This might be the
exact temperature, or the amount and type of adhesive used,
etc. Finally, the product agent has a complete production log
of the product it represents.

In our model, the creation of a product agent can be done
by using a webinterface where the end-user can specify his/her
product to be made [7].

IV. SIMULATION MODEL AND IMPLEMENTATION

The simulation model presented in this paper opens the
possibility to explore the behaviour of the production system
as a whole, taking into account, the transport as well as the
time to perform a production step. The model is based on
the production model described in the previous section. This
means that at random times an agent enters the grid with a list
of steps to perform, resulting in a list of equiplets to be visited.
This situation is comparable to a group of people shopping in
a shopping center, where they need to buy items available in
different shops. Everybody is doing this autonomously and
according to their own specific shopping list.

To make the simulation versatile, a decision was made to
use a graph approach for the description of the grid. The advan-
tage is that all kinds of interconnected nodes can be simulated
including a grid so this approach is more powerful and can
also be used in a grid where some of the interconnections are
obstructed or impossible to use.

The simulation is driven by three different information files.
These file are XML-files so human- and computer-readable.

1) the file maps.xml describes the structure of the grid,
actually the structure of the graph;

2) the steps needed for a certain product;
3) the products to be made.

In Figure 3 an example of a map is shown. A map consists
of nodes and equiplets, where an equiplet is actually a node
offering production steps. Both nodes and equiplets have an
unique id, an x-coordinate and y coordinate. A node can also
be an entry point and/or exit point of the grid. Equiplets have
a set of at least one production step. This way, all kind of
production infrastructures fitting in our production model, can
be expressed.

The simulation is controlled by a central clock. The simu-
lation is not a realtime simulation, but by using this clock as
the central heartbeat, a lot of concurrency problems could be
prevented.

A path finding solution is in case of this particular simula-
tion one of the challenges. The production system is based on

Figure 3. XML content describing the grid

autonomous entities, actually the product agents, that share
the production grid, each having a specific goal, and each
making the product it represents. The way this goal should
be accomplished should fit in the common goal of the system,
a versatile agile production system. The path finding solution
used was based on a special map that was generated, telling
for every node how far the distance to a certain production step
(equiplet) was. A moving platform would choose a direction
towards the production step node. If this was not possible it
would choose a node having the next lowest distance to the
production step node. The reason for making this choice can
be found in [8].

The simulation has been implemented as two components.
First, there is the core system that actually performs the
simulation. The second component is a graphical user interface
(GUI) that will show in detail the working of the production
system. It is possible to use the core system without the GUI
if a lot of simulation runs should be made to generate data
that can be studied afterwards.

Java has been used as the language for implementation.
It is not considered to be the fastest language, but it fits
well in modern software engineering concepts. The fact that
many multiagent platform implementations are also based on
Java was a second reason to use this language, because this
simulation can also become part of the production software
that is actually a multiagent system based on Jade. Jade is a
Java-based multiagent programming environment.

V. SOME SIMULATION RESULTS

The implementation resulted in a simulation system that
can be used with or without a GUI. The grid consists of nodes
that are connected in a certain way. It is actually a graph as
mentioned earlier. The edges of the graph can be unidirectional
or bidirectional. A node can host an equiplet, but also be empty.

The first result that will be shown is the behaviour of the
grid under different loads. By load is meant:

LOADGrid =
Numberofproductsinthegrid

Numberofnodes
× 100%

In Figure 4, a grid is shown that is not fully connected. The
grid has five equiplets (denoted by the extra square connected
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to the node), one entry-point at the top left corner and two exit
points at the right side (top and bottom node of the group of
three nodes). We used this grid to simulate the production of
20 products. In this case we have four times a similar product,
thus making one specific product five times. The test was run
with several different loads of the grid. The results of the test

Figure 4. Example grid setup

are shown in Table I. The top row shows the load and the
other numbers are the time ticks for a product to complete.
When the production is not possible due to deadlock in the
overcrowded grid, this is denoted by DEAD.

TABLE I. INCREASING GRID LOAD

10 25 50 75 90 100
114 130 128 143 DEAD DEAD
114 130 161 256 DEAD DEAD
114 168 202 398 DEAD DEAD
114 168 237 404 DEAD DEAD
113 174 279 446 DEAD DEAD
120 174 296 664 DEAD DEAD
121 169 317 672 DEAD DEAD
121 200 313 683 DEAD DEAD
121 167 367 681 DEAD DEAD
120 174 284 723 DEAD DEAD
143 192 347 717 DEAD DEAD
143 208 328 777 DEAD DEAD
143 183 302 775 DEAD DEAD
142 181 376 771 DEAD DEAD
143 184 357 712 DEAD DEAD
190 213 362 595 DEAD DEAD
190 200 370 488 DEAD DEAD
190 215 315 481 DEAD DEAD
190 232 335 472 DEAD DEAD
189 256 306 251 DEAD DEAD

Table II is partly generated from Table I and shows the
average production time for all products under a certain load.
The load is shown in the first row, the average production time
in the second row. The last row shows the total production
time for all products. This is actually the total time of the
simulation.

TABLE II. CALCULATED VALUES FROM THE SIMULATION

10 25 50 75 90 100
149 196 315 585 0 0
2879 1064 824 936 0 0

The data from the second row (average production time)
in Table II are plotted in Figure 5 and Figure 6 shows the

total production time (the last row in Table II). As might be
expected, the average time increases when the grid is working
under a heavy load. A load of 75% is still feasible. The total
production time of all products will at first decrease, because
a higher load means also more parallelism in the production.
However, the total production time for a 75% load is higher
than the time for a 50% load. This is due to the crowded grid
traffic and the availability of equiplets that are working under
a heavy load in the 75% load situation.
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Figure 5. Average time for all products
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Figure 6. Total time for all products

By exporting the data to an open standard spreadsheet
format, spreadsheet tools can be used to generate graphs or
calculate additional data. An example of a graph is shown
in Figure 7. A nice way to show the busiest node in a
certain simulation. A third result shows the effect of making
a modification in the path finding method. Observing the
simulation, it turned out that a production platform was moving
around an equiplet while the equiplet was busy with another
product. If another equiplet with the same production step was
available, it would be better to head for that equiplet. This
was implemented and the results are shown in Table III. Three
types of grids are used. They have the same paths and number
of nodes, however, type A uses unidirectional paths, type B
unidirectional vertical paths and bidirectional horizontal paths,
while type C is using bidirectional paths. The static approach
shows the time for the situation where moving to an alternative
equiplet is not supported, while dynamic supports this option.
In the last column the percentage of decrease in production
time is shown.
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Figure 7. Simulation results showing busiest nodes

TABLE III. CALCULATED VALUES FROM THE SIMULATION

Type Load Static Dynamic Diff.
A 25% 5473 4302 -26%
A 50% 4425 3542 -20%
A 75% 4237 3604 -15%
B 25% 5023 3288 -35%
B 50% 3676 2933 -20%
B 75% 2550 2942 -17%
C 25% 4796 3290 -31%
C 50% 3374 2929 -13%
C 75% 3297 2938 -11%

Another important result is that our simulation proves that
the path finding approach works well in our production system.
However, under heavy loads the system will block as shown
in Table I. This means that a way finding an architecture for
implementing this in the production multiagent system is the
next challenge. The next section will discuss this issue.

VI. FROM SIMULATION TO AN IMPLEMENTATION
ARCHITECTURE

The simulation was a tool to study the transport system
and might play a role in the implementation architecture. In
real life, the following situations should be taken care of:

• it is a concurrent system, so there should be a solution
for the concurrency problem.

• a moving production platform could fail and block a
path in the graph;

• a production step might take longer or shorter than
predicted;

• a production unit might fail or become unavailable.

This means that the graph containing the paths for the transport
robot will change in time and that the system should be
prepared for the unexpected. In our first architecture proposal,
only the first item mentioned is covered.

A. Pure autonomous agents based architecture
A way to mimic the situation of the simulation and thus

overcoming concurrency problems might be a token passing
system where the transport is based on timeslots (comparable
with the clock ticks in the simulation). A timeslot is the time
needed to reach a nearby node in the grid. An overview or list
of active product agents should be available. The situation of

the grid G at the beginning of the timeslot having N active
product agents can be described by:

G(p1(t), p2(t)...pN(t)

Where p1(t) is the position of the product agent p1 at time
t, p2(t) the position at time t of product agent p2 and so on.
At the start the token is given to agent p1 that calculates its
path according to the weighted path algorithm described in this
paper. This will generate a new state for the grid, given by:

G(p1(t+ 1), p2(t)...pN(t)

Now the token is passed to agent p2 that will calculate its path
based on this new state and so on until all N agents have a
path and the new grid state will be:

G(p1(t+ 1), p2(t+ 1)...pN(t+ 1)

This concept can be implemented in a multiagent system by
sharing the state of the grid G on a blackboard. Every agent
is only interested in a small part of this information and will
update only the state of two nodes, the node that becomes
free and the node it will occupy at t + 1. The overhead of
communication in the distributed system will be small. There
are also some disadvantages involved. There are no concepts
included to overcome some of the situations mentioned in
the beginning of this section. A token passing system is also
vulnerable to loss of token, resulting in the whole system
failing. There are solutions to this problem, like letting the
token passing agents check the agent it will send the token to
and a token timer to check if the token passing continues, but
this requires extra overhead and complexity of the system. So
an alternative solution should be investigated.

B. Logically centralized control
The concepts of autonomous agents seems to fit in the pure

academic view on multiagent systems, but in our situation it
might also be a pitfall as described in Wooldridge [9]. A central
control of the transport system might be a suitable concept,
but central control could become a single point of failure. A
proper solution was found in the latest developments in the
realisation of complex computer networks and is known by
the term Software Defined Networks (SDN) [10].

1) Concepts used in Software Defined Networks: The con-
cepts that are used in our proposal are inspired by the concepts
of software defined networks. This paragraph will explain in
a nutshell these concepts that have to do with the network
infrastructure used in complex computer networks as used by
Internet Service Providers and Content Providers. The core
of the network is based on routers that receive packets from
source hosts and forward it to other routers to deliver it to the
destination hosts. This is the situation as shown in Figure 8. In
the classic situation, all routers had the capability to compute
the output the received packet should be forwarded to, based on
the destination address in the packet and the information in the
routing table. The routing table is built by the cooperation of
routers, sending information to each other by a routing protocol
like Open Shortest Path First (OSPF) or Border Gateway
Protocol (BGP). The actual situation is that a router consists
of two parts: a part that forwards packets from certain inputs
to certain outputs and a part that is responsible for maintaining
and building the routing tables based on information received
from other routers. One failing router can spoil the system
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Figure 8. network core with routers

by corrupting the routing tables of other routers. All routers
are also involved with two separate tasks being complex path
finding algorithms as well as fast forwarding.

In the software defined network approach, routers are not
involved with setting up the routing tables. They receive
these tables from a server that computes the routes for them.
In the SDN approach a router plays its primary role by
forwarding packets based on a table containing pattern action
combinations. This routing table (actually called a flow table
in SDN) is not built by the router itself but by a logically
centralised system that functions as the network operating
system. Normally, the system is called the SDN controller. This
logically centralised system can receive event messages from
the routers (like the status and speed of the links it is connected
to) and send messages to the routers. On the other hand as
shown in Figure 9, it can also communicate with other servers
to implement things like access control, routing computation
and so on [11].

Router

SDN controller SERVERSERVER

Figure 9. network with SDN controller

So summarized, one can say that there is an ”unbundling”
of network functionality. The result of this unbundling is that
the routers are less complicated as a system and that the
behaviour of the network can be easily controlled and changed
by the software in the SDN controller and its related servers.
Though the name suggests that this SDN controller is a single
server, in practice, to prevent a single point of failure, it will
be implemented as a distributed server with fail-over and high
availability capabilities.

2) Using the SDN concept: The lesson learned from the
previous paragraph is that it might be a good solution to
simplify the agent controlled robot platform and to introduce
a traffic control agent or system that is logically centralized
like the SDN controller. Of course a moving robot platform
is not a router, but there are also similarities. A moving
production platform is in the field and like a router can explore
its direct neighbourhood. This information can be sent to
the traffic agent, that can update its view on the production
grid as a whole and inform other platforms if they need this
information to reach their next destination. The advantages of
this approach are quite similar to the advantages of software
defined networking being:

• All information about the traffic in the grid is available
at a central place.

• Easy maintenance and control is possible. If a change
in path planning is needed, only the traffic agent is
involved.

• Simplification of the software on board of the moving
platforms.

• No direct communication between the moving plat-
forms.

• Computing power to solve the routing is not needed
on board of every moving platform, but can be done
by a special server of set of servers.

Considering the fact that the approach of a multiagent-
based system is still adequate, the roles of the agents and their
communication should be specified. The traffic agent knows
the status of the grid. That means, the available paths, the
position of the equiplets and the status of the equiplets as well
as the status of all moving production platforms. Based on
this information, it will guide every production platform to its
next destination. The knowledge about the status of the grid is
kept up-to-date by information received from the field where
the moving platforms and the equiplets live. The situation
is depicted in Figure 10. The traffic agent will not plan the
whole path for the production, but only the path between two
production steps. This is done to prevent a roll-back of plans
already made, if a production step takes longer or shorter
than expected. The step by step planning is also used in the
simulation described before. The transport agent is the software
entity that lives in the production platform and its goal is to
bring the product from equiplet to equiplet according to the
production steps needed. To meet its goal this agent needs
to know the position of the equiplets in the grid and a path
to reach the next equiplet in the set of equiplets to be visited.
This information will be received from the traffic agent. Events
that will generate a message from transport agent to the traffic
agent are:

• entering the grid at a certain entering node
• change of edge in the grid
• starting a production step at a certain equiplet
• completion of a production step
• failure of the platform
• failure to enter a certain path (an edge in the graph)

because of an obstacle

Summarized: the product agent has the list of steps and
will build a list of equiplets to be visited. The product agent
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Figure 10. Traffic agent and transport platforms

hands over the list to the traffic agent. The traffic agent will
allocate a production platform and guide it along the equiplets
to be visited. To accomplish this, the traffic agent will tell the
platform (i.e. the traffic agent in the platform) where to move
to, while the platform itself is informing the traffic agent about
the actual situation of its neighbourhood in the grid.

VII. CONCLUSION

An important conclusion from the simulation was, that a
change in path finding could result in a significant improve-
ment of the working of the production grid. In practice with
autonomous path finding software in all platforms, this would
mean that all software in the production platforms should be
replaced. From SDN was learned that the moving platforms
could contain a simpler type of software and the path finding
could be done remotely by a traffic agent and sent to the
platform. The platforms could send significant information to
the traffic agent. This way, the traffic agent has an accurate
view on the status of the grid at a certain moment and can
use this status to generate paths for the moving platforms
in the grid. The simulation system developed so far can
be used to implement the path finding in the traffic agent
controlled production system. In that case, calculations for
different production approaches can be simulated resulting in
the selection of a path planning possibility with the best result
for the production as a whole.

Future work will be to implement the architecture as
proposed in this paper.
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